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Environmentally friendly fire protection 
made of minerals and volcanic ashes

Expandable volcanic ashes are formed during 
volcanic eruptions in combination with water.
Being naturally stable at high temperatures,
they form the basis of our Vatral® SP system.



Certain minerals are able to retain a large
amount of water and release it at different
temperatures. The cooling effect of the 
eva porating water creates a natural envi-
ronmentally friendly fire protection.
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Who we are
HSMC stands for highly specialized mor-
tars and molded products made of them.
Vatral® mortars enable new effective 
solutions for fire and heat protection of
industrial plants, ships and building con-
structions.

Fire protection
We face fire protection with new innova-
tive products and constructive solutions.
Vatral® mortars and their moldings can
be used to create thermal-bridge-free,
load-bearing fire protection systems. Our
own laboratories and cooperations with
universities, the retail market and pro-
cessors enable us to develop products in
a targeted manner. 

Durability
Due to the predominantly inorganic raw
materials and their structure, our pro-
ducts are very persistent, even under
high temperatures and humidity.

Environment
We develop our products according to the
criteria of Cradle to Cradle®. This makes
our products future-proof, especially in
terms of health and disposal.

Building on the strengths of
nature, is the cornerstone of
our developments.

HOLLOWED SPHERES MATRIX COMPOUNDS
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HSMC, a branch of TDH - GmbH in Hamburg, has developed
an entirely new system for the fire-protection lining of pipe-
lines for fire extinguishing systems. The intention is to use the
pipe cladding to reduce the critical temperature of the steel
(θcrit 350 °C n. DIN EN 1993-1-2/NA:2010-12 and, in addi-
tion, to ensure that the EPDM seals (θcrit 160 °C) in the pipe
connectors remain functional.
With installed pipe systems, the fire department can gain 
valuable time to effectively fight a fire. In large building com-
plexes, technical requirements for rapid fire-fighting measures
are planned and installed. Depending on the situation, this 
can include wall hydrants, but also an automatic extin guishing
system. These are piping systems that are subject to require-
ments in terms of functional maintenance. Since steel signi -
ficantly reduces its load-bearing capacity when exposed 
to temperature, the lining of piping systems is usually desig -
ned to avoid the critical material temperature of θcrit

500 °C.
According to VdS CEA 4001:2021-01, the system to be clad
must be considered as a whole and can only be effectively pro-
tected if the functional integrity of the seals is guaranteed.
Therefore, our cladding thicknesses are intended to keep the
steel temperature of θcrit 350 °C as well as max. 160 °C at
the seals.
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Basics
Fire extinguishing pipelines and sprink-
ler pipelines are special piping systems,
whose necessity and design are not spe -
cified in the building regulations or in the
guidelines for piping systems. There is no
uniform set of rules for this, instead seve-
ral relevant sources exist, which together
describe the planning and execution prin-
ciples. For example, DIN 4102 defines 
requirements for the fire protection faste-
nings of piping systems, DIN 14462 for 
the installation of extinguishing water 
sys tems and wall hydrants, DIN EN 12845
for the installation of stationary firefighting
sys tems, VdS CEA 4001 for the design
specifications from the insurers’ point of
view (CEA Comité Européen des Assuran-
ces) or the FM standards of the NFPA 
(National Fire Protection Association). This
is a difficult situation to keep track of,
especially since changes tend to be com-
municated to insiders. 
The installation of a fire extinguishing sys -
tem is mainly designed in the sectors of
special buildings such as sales premises,
places of assembly, high-rise buildings,
high-bay warehouses, etc., where there is
a higher risk potential. Fire protection 
concepts are prepared for these objects,
which are part of the building application
and must be implemented after approval.

Fire protection should also be oriented toward the
weakest link in the chain. In the case of fire extin-
guishing lines, these are the seals, whose functional
integrity is only ensured up to approx. 160 °C.

Necessary cladding of fire extinguishing systems
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The use of Vatral® SPM mortar can eliminate voids and
thus weak points in the cladding can be safely and 
easily avoided.

Classification A1 
according to DIN EN
13501-1: 2019-05

The entire design of the
Vatral® SP system is de-
picted in the classification
report. All components of
the sys tem are tested as
a whole and comply with
fire class A1L/A1 accor-
ding to DIN EN 13501-
1:2019-05. Pipe shells,
bends and mortar are
composed of the same
material, which results in
homogeneous fire protec-
tion of the entire system
free of thermal bridges.
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The Vatral® SP system consists of a regulated, non flammable
building material that complies with the European harmonized
EN 998-2 standard. It is a ready-mixed mortar with special
properties. The test of fire resistance based on DIN EN 1363-
1:2012-10 according to test report 20200563 of the MPA
Dresden was carried out over a period of 120 minutes. The
EPDM seals are designed for operating temperatures between
-40 °C to 120 °C (θcrit 160 °C).

The Vatral® SPS pipe shell is stable in its shape. It can be cut
to size with simple tools, such as a handsaw. The dry joints of
the shell parts are dusted and fully bonded at the end faces
and longitudinal joints with Vatral® 200. Vacant areas at fits
or on moldings are filled with Vatral® SPM mortar. Both mate-
rials can be combined and, once dry, their performance can
be equally stressed. Vatral® SPM mortar is supplied ready for
use.

Even after 120 minutes of fire expo-
sure, cladding free of thermal bridges is
maintained over the entire course of the
pipe. 
0.0 % shrinkage occurs at 1000 °C
based on DIN 4102-17:2017-12

Fire tests on fire extinguishing pipes
tes ted at the MPA Dresden

The Vatral® SP System
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The Vatral® SP system contains up to 
18 % water bound in minerals. 
This water content is not unusual, but
the minerals used in the Vatral® SP sys -
tem release this water at low tem -
peratures and can ensure a temperature
of 100 °C during fire exposure for a very
long period of time like a moisture 
plateau described in DIN EN 13381-
4:2013-08. The high water vapor dif -

fusion resistance of the dried Vatral®

SPM mortar additionally supports this
func tion, as does the scrim-reinforced 
aluminum composite foil (Sd >1500)
laminated with Vatral® 210 system ad-
hesive. This prevents rapid escape of
the water vapor and initially leads to
condensation of the water vapor within
the system. The cooling function of the
bound water in the insulation is thus
stretched out over time.  
The crucial requirement for a moisture
plateau in accordance with DIN EN
13381-4:2013-08 is that the tem -
perature is constantly in the range of
100 °C. This is also the case for the 
insulation. It is this plateau that also
protects the EPDM seals against failure.

Water release in the Vatral® SP system

Clean fire protection 

by evaporation of bound water
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Pipe cladding using the Vatral® SP sys -
tem not only allows us to keep the tem-
perature of the steel below the critical
350 °C, but also the weakest links in the
chain, the EPDM seals in the joints,
remain functional for over 90 minu-
tes.

Pipe penetration seals with
the Vatral® SP system after
120 minutes of flame expo-
sure

The Vatral® SP sys -
tem has a cooling 
effect over a long
period of time. As 
a result, the pipe-
lines, including the
EPDM seals in the
connectors, remain
functional. The dia-
gram shows the
temperatures under
fire exposure.
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Vatral® SPS
pipe shell for 
the cladding of
straight pipelines

Vatral® SPS
pipe shell for
additional cove-
ring

Vatral® SPB 
pipe bend for 
the cladding 
of pipe bends 
(on request)

Vatral® SPS
pipe shell for 
the cladding of
threaded rods
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The system components

Vatral® SPM
mortar for filling
of cavities

certoplast 727 
SR Alu 
adhesive tape
to cover the
joints

WALKI®Wool 
Alnet G FF 30
coating made of scrim
reinforced aluminum 
composite foil for ad-
ditional lamination of 
mortar fillings

Galvanized 
winding wire 
with a thickness
from 0,6 – 0,65 mm

Vatral® 210
system adhesive
for additional 
bonding of the 
aluminum foil 
on unlaminated
mortar fillings

Vatral® 200
fire protection ad-
hesive for bonding
the shells and
bends among each
other and for bon-
ding of the alumi-
num foil overlap
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The Vatral® SP system is the system for
cladding dry and wet sprinkler pipelines,
including their penetrations through
solid structural elements. It differs from
existing types of construction in terms
of design as well as materials, instal -
lation and functioning. The Vatral® SP
system is based on the non-combustible
Vatral® SPM mortar and its develop-
ment was oriented to plaster claddings
made of mortars with vermiculite and
perlite according to DIN 1993-1 2/NA:
2010-12. Despite a reduction in the bulk
density, the moisture plateau, which is
decisive for fire resistance, was signifi-
cantly extended.
The plant to be cladded has to be con-
sidered in its entirety and can only
maintain its function if the load-bearing
elements are correctly designed and
clad. The DIN EN 12845, with the same
wording as VdS CEA 4001, defines the
requirements for the fastening of cable
systems. For suspensions, minimum re-
quirements of the threaded rods apply
in relation to the pipe dimensions.
The Vatral® SPM mortar as well as the
Vatral® SPS pipe shells and Vatral® SPB
pipe bends are manufactured in our own
facility in Goch (Germany). All prefa -
bricated molded bodies are laminated
with a scrim-reinforced aluminum com-
posite foil. The backfills created on site
with Vatral® SPM mortar are laminated
with the scrim-reinforced aluminum
com posite foil after surface drying using
Vatral® 210 system adhesive. 

Joints are covered with certoplast 727
SR Alu aluminum adhesive tape tested
in the system. The overbonding must
not exceed 30 % of the total area in
order to maintain fire class A1L/A1.

Certified environmentally friendly fire protection over 
90 minutes for cladding of fire supply lines

The entire Vatral® SP system, 
including the on-site insulation,
its bonding and the aluminum
adhesive tape, in combination
meet the requirements of class
A1L/A1 according to DIN EN
13501:2019-05.

The Vatral® SP system features 
a stable, high-grade optical and
washable surface.
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Applications

Vatral® SPS pipe shells and Vatral® SPB
pipe bends are mounted directly on the
pipe surface. At the joints, the fittings
are bonded with Vatral® 200 fire pro -
tection adhesive and covered with the
aluminum adhesive tape certoplast 727
SR Alu to a maximum of 30 % of the
total surface. Joints to walls and ceilings
as well as cavities are then filled with
Vatral® SPM mortar and then laminated
with Vatral® 210 system adhesive and
with WALKI®Wool Alnet G FF 30 alu -
minum foil. Therefore, the Vatral® SP 
sys tem pro vides a continuous, stable,
washable surface and high fire protec-
tion quality with a visual appeal. For 
additional protection, the Vatral® SPS
pipe shells and Vatral® SPB pipe bends
are secured with a galvanized wire (d =
0.6 – 0.65 mm) with 6 windings per
meter. 

The minimum material thick nesses for
flat iron holders and pipe clamps are de-
fined as follows.

Flat iron holder
50 mm < d < 200 mm
2.5 mm galvanized version
50 mm < d < 100 mm
3.0 mm non-galvanized version

Pipe clamps
50 mm < d < 200 mm
25 x 2.5 mm galvanized version
50 mm < d < 200 mm
25 x 3.0 mm non-galvanized 
version

Only when the basic normative require-
ments are met the system can be safely
designed for this purpose. And only
under these conditions a lining of the 
piping system can provide the assured
performance. Success therefore begins
at the planning stage, when the route,
the fastening points and the minimum
distances from other installations and
components are determined.
The various pipe systems can be grou-
ped into so-called dry and wet pipes.
Both designs must be clad in the same
way. Although there is the perception
that a pipeline filled with water is cooled
longer by the contents, the heating of
the water leads to an increase in pres-
sure inside the pipe. If no pressure
equalization occurs in the piping sys -
tem, there is a risk that the burst 
pressure of the seals can be reached.
Therefore, wet piping systems must be
treated in the same way as dry ones.
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Straight pipe sections
Straight pipe sections are clad with Vatral® SPS pipe shells.
The hinged shells are cut to length (if necessary) and bonded
at the longitudinal and joints with Vatral® 200 fire protection
adhesive. The overlapping lamination of aluminum composite
foil is glued with the assistance of the integrated double-sided
adhesive tape and the joints with certoplast 727 SR Alu alu-
minum adhesive tape up to a maximum of 30 % of the total
surface area. 

1. Vatral® SPS pipe shell
2. Vatral® SPS pipe shell for additional covering
3. Vatral® SPM mortar
4. Galvanized winding wire
5. Sprinkler pipe
6. Pipe fitting

Cladding of tightly laid pipelines
Cladding of tightly laid pipelines may cross each other or be
laid parallel to each other, which means that complete cladding
of each pipeline as an individual cladding is not possible. The
Vatral® SPS pipe shells can be reduced on one side to form
the cladding. Missing areas must be filled with Vatral® SPM
mortar over the entire depth. As a result the specified insula-
tion thickness must be ensured at each pipe. 

If cable systems are attached to different components (walls
and ceilings), opposing component movements can occur in
the event of a fire. This can have a negative effect on the 
cladding. Concrete ceiling constructions and spans must be 
evaluated on a case-by-case basis. In the test setup, the cons -
truction with the ceiling-wall fastening has been safely demon-
strated. Nevertheless, fastening on the same component is
preferable. The mortar seal between the pipe shells must be
sealed after drying with Vatral® 210 system adhesive and the
aluminum foil WALKI®Wool Alnet G FF 30. For this purpose,
the foil is fully bonded with the entire surface of the film to be
laminated with Vatral® 210 system adhesive. This is necessary
to achieve the same fire protection.

1. Vatral® SPS pipe shell
2. Vatral® SPM mortar
3. Coating made of scrim reinforced

aluminum composite foil
4. Galvanized winding wire
5. Sprinkler pipe



1. Vatral® SPS pipe shell
2. Vatral® SPM mortar
3. Coating made of scrim reinforced 

aluminum composite foil
4. Galvanized winding wire

5. Sprinkler pipe
6. Angle support
7. Wall

Pipe supports
VdS-approved wall brackets with pipe hangers can be used as
pipe supports. The pipe is clad on both sides of the wall angle
with Vatral® SPS pipe shells. The joint in the area of the sup-
port is completely filled with Vatral® SPM mortar. After drying,
the filled area is laminated with Vatral® 210 system adhesive
and WALKI®Wool Alnet G FF 30 aluminum foil. 
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Pipe suspensions
Vatral® SPS pipe shells for cladding threaded rods are installed
in the same way as shells for straight pipelines. The Vatral®

SPS pipe shell is placed on the threaded socket of the clamp.
The gap to the ceiling should not exceed 5 cm. The Vatral®

SPS pipe shells of the pipeline are guided laterally up to the
threaded rod cover.  The resulting free spaces between Vatral®

SPS pipe shell and ceiling as well as between the Vatral® SPS
pipe shells are then filled with Vatral® SPM mortar. After dry-
ing, the filled areas are coated with Vatral® 210 system adhe-
sive and WALKI®Wool Alnet G FF 30 aluminum foil.

1. Vatral® SPS pipe shell
2. Vatral® SPS pipe shell to cover

threaded rods
3. Vatral® SPM mortar
4. Coating made of scrim reinforced

aluminum composite foil

5. Sprinkler pipe
6. Threaded rod and 

pipe clamp
7. Galvanized winding wire
8. Ceiling

Applications
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Other shaped bodies
Molded bodies that cannot be clad with Vatral® SPS pipe shells
are clad with Vatral® SPM mortar along the profile. The mate-
rial thickness of the Vatral® SPS pipe shell must be adapted.
After drying, the filled areas are laminated with aluminum
composite foil, which is bonded with Vatral® 210 system ad-
hesive. Couplers included in the construction must be covered
with an additional Vatral® SPS overshell as previously des -
cribed.

Pipe bends
For some pipe bends, precisely fitting Vatral® SPB pipe bends
can be used. These cover the bend area between the pipe 
connectors. The area of the joint is additionally covered with
a 5 cm Vatral® SPS pipe shell for additional covering with an
insulation thickness of 3 cm.

1. Vatral® SPS pipe shell
2. Vatral® SPS pipe shell 

for additional covering
3. Vatral® SPB pipe bend

4. Galvanized winding wire
5. Sprinkler pipe
6. Pipe bend

Pipe bends
Vatral® SPS outer shells are used for the cladding of other pipe
bends. These are mitered and installed overlapping the bend
area by 5 cm. 
The area of the couplings and the bend is filled with Vatral®

SPM mortar beforehand. The position of the screw connections
therefore does not need to be taken into account.

1. Vatral® SPS pipe shell
2. Vatral® SPS pipe shell 

for additional covering
3. Vatral® SPM mortar

4. Galvanized winding wire
5. Sprinkler pipe
6. Pipe coupling
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Feedthroughs through components
The feedthrough of steel, stainless steel and plastic pipes with
a cladding of Vatral® SPS pipe shells were tested at the MPA
Dresden on a room-enclosing component in solid construction.
The test was carried out in accordance with DIN EN 1366-
3:2009-07. 14 pipe penetration seals and an empty bulkhead
made of Vatral® SPM mortar were tested. The test was carried
out with a one-sided flame impingement (time „t

„
≥ 120 min)

according to the standard temperature-time curve (ETK) in
accordance with DIN EN 1363-1:2020-05 for the verification
of the fire resistance (test report MPA Dresden No. 20210555). 

1. Vatral® SPS pipe shell
2. Vatral® SPM mortar
3. Galvanized winding wire
4. Sprinkler pipe

5. Coating made of scrim 
reinforced aluminum 
composite foil

6. Wall

1. Vatral® SPS pipe shell
2. Vatral® SPM mortar
3. Galvanized winding wire
4. Sprinkler pipe

5. Coating made of scrim 
reinforced aluminum 
composite foil

6. Wall

The plastic pipes were routed through a bulkhead made of
Vatral® SPM with a lining of Vatral® SPS pipe shells. All other
pipes were routed through the wall with and without cladding
made of Vatral® SPM mortar (CI and CS). All pipes were closed
on the fire side with Vatral® SPM mortar (C/U). 

Residual gaps were filled with Vatral® SPM mortar.

All pipe penetration seals as 
well as the empty bulkhead met 
the requirements for F120.

Applications



When heated to more than 500 °C, un-
protected steel components lose their
load-bearing capacity, and this already
after approx. 15 minutes at a tempera-
ture load as specified by the ETK. If fire
resistance requirements are imposed on
a supporting structure, the steel pro-
file/pipe must be protected.  All cladding
and coating systems have the task of
preventing critical temperatures (crit T
or 0a cr) on the steel. The most impor-
tant national basis for the implementa-
tion of building authority requirements
for fire protection was previously the
DIN 4102 series Fire behavior of buil-
ding materials and components. Nowa-
days, the basic principles for structural
design in case of fire for steel structures
are regulated by Eurocode 3, in parti -
cular DIN EN 1993-1-2. Only design 
details for the protection of steel com -
ponents are still covered by the DIN
4102-4:2016-05 are included. In addi-
tion to the calculation principles accor-
ding to DIN EN 1993-1-2, DIN 4102-4
section 7 contains tables with minimum
cladding thicknesses for columns and
beams for fire resistance. For compo-
nents with a constant cross-section, the
profile factor Ap/V is identical to the
value U/A according to DIN 4102-4. 

Typically, the clothing thickness of fire
extinguishing systems/pipes is usually
dimensioned for a steel temperature of
steel temperature of 500 °C, whereby it
is to be noted that the cladding thick-
ness must also be applied to connec-
tors, bolts, supports, etc. Components
are not considered here with cross sec-
tions of class 4 with a limit temperature
θcrit = 350 °C as well as gaskets and

their functional integrity. The Vatral®

SP system has therefore been optimi -
zed for temperatures on the steel of 
≤ 350 °C and ≤ 160 °C on seals. In the
fire room, the system was tested for
90/120 minutes in accordance with DIN
EN 1363-1:2020-05 to prove fire resis -
tance, including suspensions and sup-
ports; pipe penetration seals were also
tested for 120 minutes in accordance
with DIN EN 1366-3:2009-07.
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The U/A value

Protection of steel components
The U/A value

The Vatral® SP system 
guarantees tested safety.
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Nominal dimension DN 25 32 40 50 65 80 100 125 150

Medium-weight threaded pipes DIN EN 10255 (extract)

Outer pipe
33,7 42,4 48,3 60,3 76,1 88,9 114,3 139,7 165,1

diameter (mm)

Wall thickness (mm) 3,2 3,2 3,2 3,6 3,6 4,0 4,5 5,0 5,0

F 90-A-
60 60 60 50 50 50 50 50 50

cladding thickness (mm)

Heavy-weight threaded pipes DIN EN 10255 (extract)

Outer pipe
33,7 42,4 48,3 60,3 76,1 88,9 114,3 139,7 165,1

diameter (mm)

Wall thickness (mm) 4,0 4,0 4,0 4,5 4,5 5,0 5,4 5,4 5,4

F 90-A-
60 60 60 50 50 50 50 50 50

cladding thickness (mm)

Dimensioning tables for sprinkler and fire extinguishing lines 
made of steel or stainless steel with Vatral® SP system

Nominal
20 25 32 40 50 65 80 100 125 150 200 250 300

dimension DN

Welded pipes according to DIN EN 10220 and DIN EN 10217 (extract)

Outer pipe 
26,9 33,7 42,4 48,3 60,3 76,1 88,9 114,3 139,7 168,3 219,1 273,0 323,9

diameter (mm)

Wall thickness
2,6 2,6 2,6 2,6 2,6 2,6 2,9 3,2 3,6 4,0 4,5 5,0 5,6

(mm)

F 90-A-
cladding 60 60 60 60 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50
thickness (mm)

Seamless pipes according to DIN EN 10220 and DIN EN 10216 (extract)

Outer pipe
26,9 33,7 42,4 48,3 60,3 76,1 88,9 114,3 139,7 168,3 219,1 273,0 323,9

diameter (mm)

Wall thickness 
2,6 2,6 2,6 2,6 2,9 2,9 3,2 3,6 4,0 4,5 6,3 6,3 7,1

(mm)

F 90-A-
cladding 60 60 60 60 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50
thickness (mm)

Dimensioning tables
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Nominal dimension DN 65 80 100

Stainless steel pipes

Outer pipe
76,1 88,9 108,0

diameter (mm)

Wall thickness  
2,0 2,0 2,0

(mm)

F 90-A-
50 50 50

cladding thickness (mm)

Pipe wall thicknesses and pipe dimensions comply with the minimum requirements of DIN 14462 in conjunction with DVGW GW 54.
In case of deviating dimensions, a design of the necessary lining thicknesses can be provided on request.

Nominal Minimum Cladding Calculated load Tensile  
pipe diameter diameter of the thickness of the according to stress
(mm) suspension suspension (mm) VdS CEA 4001 (N) (N/mm2)

d ≤ 50 M8 80,00 2.000 55,00

50 < d ≤ 100 M10 70,00 3.500 60,00

100 < d ≤ 150 M12 65,00 5.000 59,00

150 < d ≤ 200 M16 65,00 8.500 54,00

200 < d ≤ 250 M18 65,00 10.000 52,00

250 < d ≤ 300 M20 65,00 12.500 49,00

The specified calculated loads and minimum cross-sections comply at least with VdS CEA 4001:2021-01, point 15.2.3.

Minimum dimensions for pipe suspension and required cladding thicknesses 
depending on the nominal pipe sizes
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Product assignment

Suspensions and supports

Additional
Pipeline Bend covering Suspension

DN da (mm) Vatral® SPS Vatral® SPB Vatral® SPS Threaded  Vatral® SPS
pipeline pipeline rod1

nominal size

20 26,9 27,9/60 27,9/50 150,9/30 M8 8/80

25 33,7 34,7/60 34,7/50 157,7/30 M8 8/80

32 42,4 43,4/60 43,4/50 166,4/30 M8 8/80

40 48,3 49,3/60 49,3/50 172,3/30 M8 8/80

50 60,3 61,3/50 61,3/50 164,3/30 M8 8/80

65 76,1 77,1/50 77,1/50 180,1/30 M10 10/70

80 88,9 89,9/50 89,9/50 192,9/30 M10 10/70

100 114,3 115,3/50 115,3/50 218,3/30 M10 10/70

125 139,7 140,7/50 140,7/50 243,7/30 M10 10/70

150 168,3 169,3/50 169,3/50 272,3/30 M12 12/65

200 219 220/50 220/50 323/30 M16 16/65

250 273 274/50 274/50 377/30 M18 18/65

300 326 327/50 327/50 430/30 M20 20/65

1 For the dimensions of the threaded rods, the assumptions from the table on page 20 apply.
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Vatral® products

High-temperature resistant pipe shell for fire extinguishing systems 
with scrim reinforced aluminum composite foil

Bulk density approx. 280 kg/m3

Color Traffic white

Behavior in fire A1L/A1 according to DIN EN 13501-1:2019-05
Classification report
KB-Hoch-201032

Melting point ≥ 1000 °C according to DIN 4102-17:2017-12

Thermogravimetric 
analysis; total ≥ 19 % according to DIN EN ISO 11358-1:2014-10
mass loss at 900 °C

Water vapor diffusion
6 according to DIN EN 1015-19:2005-01

resistance coefficient µ

Compressive strength ≥ 0,5 N/mm2 according to DIN EN 1015-11:2020-01

Chloride content ≤ 0,06 % according to DIN EN 1015-17:2005-01

Vatral® SPS

Technical data, based on Vatral® SPM moldings

Vatral® Product type Bulk density Temperature λ10,dry,mat

(g/cm3) resistance (°C) 

Diaphan
Transparent 

1,05 160 n.a.
dispersion adhesive

200 Fire protection adhesive 1,6 1250 n.a.

210 System adhesive 1,4 1250 n.a.

1030 Fire protection adhesive 0,3004 1100 0,130

Defence A1 Mortar 0,1804 1000 0,052

125/150 Mortar1,2 0,1254 200 0,042

150/650 Mortar1,2 0,1504 9003 0,050

1125 Mortar1 0,2504 1100

1 Mortar and molded bodies derived therefrom, such as slabs, pipe shells, bends, segments.
2 Possible coatings: Scrim reinforced aluminum composite foil or aluminum coarse-grained foil.

Further Vatral® products

3 According to DIN EN 14706
4 Dry bulk density
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System verification 
for shipbuilding 
is requested
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